Swamp cooler wiring diagram

Wiring a window- or wall-mounted swamp cooler is usually as simple as plugging the cooler
into an outlet and switching it on. Normally there is no heavy duty supply harness to be run or
thermostat connections to be made, as are required by air conditioning systems. However,
some swamp coolers are located on roof-mounted platforms, and these require the installation
of a multi-conductor cable between the cooler and a switch positioned conveniently in the
home. Wiring the switch is a straightforward and uncomplicated project. Determine which size
multi-conductor cable you will need by checking whether the swamp cooler's motor is or singleor twin-speed. The single-speed motor will require four-conductor cable to function, and the
twin-speed motor will require five-conductor cable. Buy sufficient cable that runs need not be
stretched tight through the roof void or crimped around corners. Route a gauge volt hot wire,
usually color-coded black or red, to the location of the switch there is typically no need for a
ground or neutral wire to the switch. The reverse of the switch will have four terminals, typically
marked "L1," "1," "2" and "C. Follow the instructions provided by both the swamp cooler and
switch manufacturers to connect the individual wires of the multi-conductor cable to their
appropriate switch terminals. Typically a red wire operates the motor's low speed and is
connected to terminal "1," a black wire operates the motor's high speed and is connected to
terminal "C" and an orange wire operates the pump and is connected to terminal "2. Use cable
clips or plastic zip ties to retain the multi-conductor wire where it will not present a trip hazard.
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multi-conductor cable you will need by checking whether the swamp cooler's motor is or singleor twin-speed. Step 2 Route a gauge volt hot wire, usually color-coded black or red, to the
location of the switch there is typically no need for a ground or neutral wire to the switch. Step 3
Follow the instructions provided by both the swamp cooler and switch manufacturers to
connect the individual wires of the multi-conductor cable to their appropriate switch terminals.
A six-position rotary switch has a position for off, low-speed fan, high-speed fan, low-speed fan
with pump, high-speed fan with pump and pump only. If your swamp cooler only has one fan
speed, wire the fan to terminal "1. Electrical toolkit Multi-conductor cable Swamp cooler
six-position switch volt supply. Ensure the volt power is switched off at the circuit breaker
before handling the hot wire. Welcome to our Do-It-Yourselfer swamp cooler wiring article. If
you arrived here directly from the internet, you may want to visit our other swamp cooler
information and swamp cooler installation pages first, and then return here. Swamp Cooler
Installation: Ductwork Swamp Cooler main page: All about the "Swamp" Swamp Cooler
Maintenance Swamp Cooler Roof Installation The best time to rough in your swamp cooler
wiring and water line for your new cooler is after the holes are cut through the roof and ceiling,
but before the ductwork is installed. The attic will be relatively cool because of the natural
ventilation of the heat exiting the roof. If the swamp cooler wiring can be done now without
interfering with the ductwork installation, you will be a much happier Do-It-Yourselfer. A degree
attic with blown in insulation is not a pleasant place to be crawling around, pulling wires and
water lines. The diagram to the left is a very typical rambler style one level home with a
basement mechanical room. Your home may be configured differently, but you should still be
able to adapt the basic wiring and water line configuration into your home. Often the best route
for your swamp cooler wiring and water line between mechanical room and the attic is the flue
chase. This is a very popular location for the wiring and water line, because the chase is
accessible from both the basement or main level mech. Once you have roughed-in the wiring
and water line to the attic, simply pull across them across the attic space to your roof jack next
to the cooler. Make sure that the water line is not touching the flue. A plastic water line may melt
and leak, and a copper one will rot away if touching a galvanized sheet metal flue. Do NOT
install a coupling in the attic space. Couplings are prone to leaking and will likely destroy your
ceiling without notice. At the swamp cooler, the water hook-up is usually located on an exterior
corner of the cooler. This is a direct connection to the float assembly inside the cooler. Pull the
water line out the top of the roof jack and route to this location. Ensure that there is upward
slope to the float location. A low spot could hold water and freeze during the winter, causing a
leak at start-up time in the spring. The other end ties into the cold water supply line in the
mechanical room. Self-piercing saddle valves are available for this purpose. But, saddle valves
are undependable. The swamp cooler wiring. Determine first the best location for the switch.
This can be tricky, as the route must communicate with unfinished space to the power source,
and also communicate with the attic. Once again, if it is practical, placing the switch on the
outide of the flue chase can be a good option. Make sure that the wiring does not touch the flue.
The heat from a flue can melt the outer coatings of the wire, and is a fire hazard. On the cooler
end, during rough-in, leave plenty of extra length. The power junction box is up high inside the

cooler cabinet. Residential volt wiring is fairly uncomplicated and easy to understand, however
some folks are not comfortable working on any wiring. If this is you, contact a professional
electrician to complete this part of the installation. Refer to above diagram The green ground
wires never carry electricity. They are a safety "path to ground" to reduce the chances of shock
and injury. The white wire is the common. This wire is dead and carries no electricity until the
switch is turned to one of the operational postions. Then the line is live and completes the
circuit back to the power source. Vent only hi or lo is used for circulation of outside air through
the home when cooling is not needed. The pump only setting is used before each use of the
cooler. Turn the pump on for 10 minutes to thoroughly wet the pads before use. The cool
settings hi or lo is full operation with pump wetting the pads and blower distributing cooled air
into the residence. The switch pictured here is the most common switch available for a
conventional downdraft or sidedraft swamp cooler installation. This is a two speed switch with
fan only option and pump only option. The swamp cooler wiring pictured and explained here is
unnecessary if you are installing a window mount cooler or a sidedraft style window cooler.
Both of these simply plug into the wall, and utilize the provided switch on the front of the
discharge grille. Site Build It! Site Navigation. Copyright - perfect-home-hvac-design. The
swamp cooler is an excellent device to cool down and moisturize your living area, especially if
you live in a dry and hot climate. The way the cooler works is pretty simple, but very efficient:
ambient air gets sucked into the unit where it is cooled down through evaporation and released
back into the environment. The appliance can be used to condition air both inside and outside
the house, depending on your requirements. Here are the steps you should follow in order to
install the swamp cooler. Go through the local requirements for the wiring of electrical devices.
Due to warranty-related issues, some companies insist that a professional electrician does the
installation. Regardless of what your case may be, make sure that you are well-acquainted with
all pertinent requirements and regulations. Take the Romex cable and guide it from the electric
makeup box of the swamp cooler to the electric panel box with the breakers. Then, plug the box
connector in the hole. Fix the connecting nuts with the wire pliers. Remove with the wire
stripper six inches off the insulation on both ends of the Romex cable. Lay the cable ends
inside the box connector and fix the cable by tightening the cable clamp. Connect the black wire
of the cable to the black wire of the cooler by splicing them together and protect the connection
with a plastic nut. Repeat the procedure for the white wires. Before you insert the breaker into
the bus bar, check that it is turned off. Attach the ground and white wires to the bus bar located
at the back of the panel box. Connect the black wire to the terminal on the circuit breaker and
tighten up well to secure the connection. Turn on the circuit breaker and ascertain that the
cooler operates properly. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is
provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle
navigation subscribe. How to Wire a Swamp Cooler. Written by Doityourself Staff. What You'll
Need. Your Own Garden Fountain. Install Track Lighting. Installing Foam Insulation Board in an
Attic. Wiring Outlets in Parallel. How to Install Wall Radiant Heat. How to Fix an Electrical
Ground Wire. How to Install a Chest Freezer. Related Posts Swamp cooler - water valve
electrical connection. I have question related to controlling the water flow to my Swamp c Read
More. On-off-on rocker switch. How do I determine the amps needed for a rocker switch for my
swamp cooler? Alpine window mount cooler. How do I wire the new motor into the control
switch on this thing? It is an Hooking up a DPST switch to power my swamp cooler. I have a
swamp cooler installed on my roof but need to hook up the power. I have an old rotobelt swamp
cooler that I got from Sears years ago. I can Wiring thermostat to control v swamp cooler. Hello,
I am wanting to wire my swamp cooler into a new thermostat but need Swamp cooler squeaky
after a rain. My swamp cooler started squeaking after we had a major rain storm. If I ru Swamp
cooler - water valve electrical connection. Popular Articles. Swamp Cooler Repair Basics. How
to Prevent a Swamp Cooler Motor from How to Connect a Ground Wire to a Circui By Chris
Nickson. How to Replace a Swamp Cooler Motor. Pros and Cons of Portable Swamp Cooler.
Swamp Cooler Switch Wiring Diagram â€” swamp cooler switch wiring diagram, Every electrical
arrangement consists of various distinct components. Each component should be set and
connected with different parts in specific manner. Otherwise, the structure will not function as it
ought to be. So as to be certain that the electrical circuit is built correctly, Swamp Cooler Switch
Wiring Diagram is demanded. How can this diagram aid with circuit construction? The diagram
provides visual representation of the electrical arrangement. On the other hand, this diagram is
a simplified variant of the structure. It makes the process of assembling circuit easier. This
diagram gives information of circuit components in addition to their own placements. The first
component is emblem that indicate electrical component in the circuit. A circuit is generally
composed by numerous components. The other thing which you will get a circuit diagram

would be lines. Lines in the diagram show how every component connects to a another. The
rankings of circuit components are comparative, not exact. The arrangement is also not logical,
unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to place component in a spot relative to
other elements within the circuit. One thing you have to learn before reading a circuit diagram
would be the symbols. Every symbol that is shown on the diagram reveals specific circuit
element. The most common elements are capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are
other components such as floor, switch, motor, and inductor. It all rides on circuit that is being
assembled. At times, the wires will cross. But, it does not imply connection between the wires.
Injunction of two wires is generally indicated by black dot in the intersection of 2 lines. Colours
are also utilized to differentiate cables. Commonly, there are two main kinds of circuit links. The
primary one is known as series connection. Because of the electric current in each part is
similar while voltage of the circuit is total of voltage in each component. Parallel relationship is
more complex compared to string one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every part is
similar. This circuit includes branches that are passed by different electric current amounts. The
present joins together when the branches meet. There are lots of things that an engineer needs
to look closely at when drawing wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the diagram
ought to be accurate. It must represent the exact element necessary to construct an intended
circuit. It is also highly advised that engineer brings favorable supply and damaging source
symbols for clearer interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative source emblem is set below it. The
current flows from the left to right. In addition to this, diagram drawer is recommended to limit
the amount of line crossing. The line and component placement should be made to lessen it.
Because you can begin drawing and interpreting Swamp Cooler Switch Wiring Diagram can be a
complicated undertaking on itself. The information and ideas which were elaborated above
should be a fantastic kick start, though. Swamp Cooler Switch Wiring Diagram. True Freezer T
49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram,
true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct
parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram
â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be
placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be
set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Pool Light
Wiring Diagram. Oil Furnace Wiring Diagram. After a swamp cooler switch the next best way to
control an evaporative cooler is a thermostat controller. Click here to see how to wire up a
swamp cooler switch. These can work the same as a switch only with added features of it being
programmable for temperature or run times. The use for swamp cooler thermostat controller is
to have a swamp cooler automatically turn off and on depending on the temperature like any air
conditioner normally would. A thermostat controller has the advantage over a switch since a
switch needs to be manually turned off and on. The wiring is straightforward and easy job but
as always if you do not feel comfortable wiring the controls getting an electrician is always an
advisable. This is only an example always follow the schematics that come with a controller.
The other color coded wiring need to go to their function. Such as the water pump which goes
to the Orange with Black stripe wire and the thermostat 2 labeled wire. For example L1 is
labeled as power which is the black wire from the circuit breaker. All common wires white are
tied together so the circuit is completed. The above is a basic wiring diagram of how to wire up
a thermostat for swamp cooler. This is only an example and the schematics and wire color
coding can change from thermostat to thermostats so be sure to check the schematics that
come w
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ith a controller. All five wires must be attached. The people at Dial Manufacturing are no help. I
spoke with Bryce and he was not helpful. The cooler controller above does not match the
schematic. The cooler controller is missing the green ground wire that is shown in the
schematic. Hi, so based on the above posts, I have a Cooler Control thermostat. There are 5
wires. The remaining wire is the White or Control wire. Where does this go? Or can I cap it off?
Thanks for the help. Did you ever get a response? I just capped the common on the new one
and yes, it did not power up. If you got a good answer, email me directly since it says on this
site it will to post gdouhan ucanr. Your email address will not be published. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. It can still be used like a
switch by simply pressing the auto, cool, or fan button. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Iconic One Theme Powered by Wordpress.

